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February 19, 1954

Here are some of the predictions which he made :Fr:xcia Gattas will stop
bumming cigars and will once again begin bumming cigarettes; Vern Rao will
fellow the words of wisdom of the basketball team and enter into the realms of
matrimony; Joe(Silent One) Arden will resume his New York trips; Nancy Maue
will eventually, though with difficulty, get over the loss of Paul W.; Mary
Ann V. Donish will break into the field of great musicians by learning to play
"Sweet Violets" on her newly acquired uke; Beverly Nizdo will hit 2.5 this
semester; Larry Land Betty I, will end their deadlock; nothing dreadful, as
predicted, will happen to Norm Hall andrilen; Margie Brehm mill not marry as
has been rumored; Robert Stauffer will be going steady before the finals"(Ha)q

Mr. Ouija at this point became somewhat reluctant, but with a little
proding gave out with more dope. The basketball team will come out on top;
social events will be more and numerous and much better than last semester;
the Rossi quartet will not be resumed, as Bob Henny's Tenor voice has cracked
into a sour bass. Ping-Pong "6" will re-enter the field of instruction at
Highacres; Mike Seaman will eventually shift to Ag. Ed.; Bobbie Boyle will
write a novel on his fabulous airplane trip to Cleveland and dedicate it to
Clint Frank; also, these two will end their lip-stick famine soon; Jack Polchin
will never forget Johnston(Ugh); Mary Bissol's "brand new" shoes will look
beat in two weeks and three days; Elaine Ferko(Queen of Eckley '5l) will
become Highacres No.l gottiv.l *limber; Jan Magavich has purchased a shagun
and will definitely have success with Econ.(Beware Mr. K.) Florence Pusti will
open her loan shark office in S. 777. Mr. Steel's field trips will become
a social must; John Crine(boy-nothing) will develop fmnesia and no one will
know the difference; Juba Marchese will maintain his 10(10 shooting average
on the basketball court; Lillian Junas will organize a girls baseball team
in early spring; Jackie Gohn will hit a 2.5 in Poly. Sci.(after this remark,
Mr. 10s.lja glanced at the large clock on the wall. It was only a few minutes
before five and Mr. Ouija(he's a union man) refused to give forth with another
word. We hope to visit him again soon, but the degree of success we have will
not be known until a later date.

FMMEINaMPWrMiYSVOkNIPM-utttMUMfilli L D liM GAME*--- MARCH 22

Sid Benjamin Chairman of the annual dream game announced last
night that the Susquehanna University Freshman have been secured to oppose ou.
Hazleton Center team on March 22.

Susquehanna is coached by Ed Pfeiffer i former Weatherly ace, and
playing with the team are Frank Romano, who broke the regional scoring rec.
ord last year, and Dwight Huseman, who played with White Haven last year.

This year's Center.basketeers will be the strongest aggragation
entered by our center in recent years, The Dream Game doubleheader is staged
annually for the Eyesight Conservation Fund of the Hazleton Lions 010.

NEW ATTACK DRUBS KEYSTONE .

Playing with a ,shifted offense and defensive attack, Hazleton
Center traveled to Factoryville, Pas 'god* night and handed Keystone its
fifth defeats

Although pressed for three quarters, the charges of Zack


